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The snail        leaves a trail when it rains. 

Why is it that it rains? To gain water, I say. 

I hang the mail          with a nail.  

The painter paints a train in Spain.  

The train is on the railway. 

I am afraid the stain on the chain             will 

have to wait. 

When it hails, the grain             fails to grow. 

I laid my nail       on a zebra’s tail. 

I wait with my hands on my        waist to see 

the sail,          but all is in vain. 

There are some chains in this plain jail. 

I aim to gain the best in the my tests. 
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Boiling Point 

Can you boil some water for me? I need it to 

brush       away germs from the toilet. 

Can you stop that noise! Here have a coin. 

Do not point        at us. We are not the ones 

that spoilt the fun. That noisy boy         who 

is boiling           the water cut off the coil. 

Lower your voice and do not add it to the 

noise. 

The boiler cannot boil unless there is a  

coil in the joint, but we can boil the  

water in some foil. 

I think that is a funny point.   
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                 Afloat we go… 
 

Let’s load the coach           with poached 

eggs, a loaf       and some oats.        Then we 

can go for a picnic along the coast. 

Do not forget to bring the      cloak  

and some roast pork        to fill the toast. We 

need some coal        to have some toast and 

don’t forget to bring the        soap.  

Do not moan and do not groan.         Here, 

soak your throat     and float along. Do not 

croak like an old toad. 

There is a foal. It’s in the road. And there’s 

boat that floats across the coast. 
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Peak-a-boo 

The cook         stood in the        wood and had a 

good look. She shook off her hood and began to 

cook. The cook had a book       which stood on a 

stool.      The cook hung the book on a big, black 

hook.  But then it fell down into a brook. 

The cook did a loop to fetch the book. But a 

bird       hooted down as smooth as a spoon.   

The cook fell down with her boot     like a 

shoot.  

A groom saw the cook and soon got a broom    

to help the cook come out of the pool. The 

groom put his foot     in the cool water pool and 

helped the cook in the light of the moon. 
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When we eat many peas           we go to sleep. 

Clean up each seat while I whip      the cream. 

The cat whimpers whether he is under a   

leaf        or by the stream. 

The cat leaps before I grab its whisker. 

Which duck has a white beak?       The other 

duck that whooshed to the east. 

The steam car lost a wheel       by the beach. 

The caterpillar eats a leaf, a peach, a pea, a 

peanut       , a leak            and some cream. 

I read a book          while I drink some tea. 

The team                cannot play in the heat. 

I mean to leap upon the heap. 
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The scout sat on the couch       while a sprout 

came out of the spout.     The scout went 

round the house      as he ran after the 

mouse.    He heard      a loud sound when the 

hound      hit the ground. The scout was 

about to shout      but the count     hit his 

mouth       with a trout.        The count had 

found a pound.     He took the pound in his 

pouch           which hung onto his blouse.  

He was about to go south, when a stout cloud 

came out and about. It rained upon the count. 

The count crouched into the house  

together with the scout        and the hound. 
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Barbecue Night 
 

Shall we have a barbeque at my house? 

You can bring some fuel       and do not argue 

about that. I will continue to light        the 

barbecue with coal.      Meet me at midnight. 

Put on a tie     and bring a quilt        as it might 

be cold tonight. Can you bring a pie      for 

dessert please? I will die for one right now. I 

think there will be lightning    high up in the 

sky. But the stars  will be bright as well 

tonight. Be quick and get some light.    We can 

have a quiz as we boil the liquid   in the pot. 

What a fright! I saw mum and she looked like a 

ghost             in the dark.  


